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Letter from the President
CDO Supports Families… Always.
Dear Everyone,
How are you? The last months have been very difficult
(an understatement!). There is so much going on in the
world. I'm guessing we are all dealing with some level
of increased worry or anxiety, and those in the rare
disorder community feel this stress even more. Unemployment at record highs,
COVID-19 spreading and the nationwide protest movements - everyone has
been affected in some way.
Personally, we have spent much of the last 5 months homebound. My Elizabeth
(unbalanced translocation 5;7) has multiple medical problems and requires
around the clock care. She is high risk for complications even from a cold virus,
so COVID has us very scared. We have only 1 nurse cleared to help us a few
days a week. Nurse Dyan has a single patient now - Elizabeth - and does
everything she can to stay healthy and keep us that way too. Dyan is our hero!
How about you? Do you have a hero or helper who has come through for you
during this time? We would love to know and share your story with others. We all
need some inspiration now. Visit chromodisorder.org/contact and CDO will help
to shine a light on your hero. Stay safe and healthy everyone!

CDO Gear

CDO branded tshirts and gear at
zazzle.com

Great Nonprofits

Help CDO continue
to be a “great
nonprofit”

-Linda Sorg
Phone:

(561) 395-4252

Email:

info@chromodisorder.org
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INFO CORNER

ASK THE DOCTOR

FAMILY STORIES

What to read, watch,
and listen to

Answers to our
members’ questions

Stories from the
Tarwater and Paulson
Families
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Americans with
Disabilities Act

Celebrating 30
years!

SUMMER 2020

We are all in the same storm…
Just in different boats.
Share the story of your journey
in next month’s Family Story.
Contact info@chromodisorder.org for details.

ART: COLIN, AGE 14

INFORMATION CORNER
READING:
Disability Visibility: First Person Stories from the Twenty-First
Century. From the New York Times: "An anthology of personal
essays implicitly makes the case for acknowledging and
accommodating society's overlooked population of disabled
people."

WATCHING:
Love on the Spectrum: A Heartwarming Australian dating series
about a diverse group of young adults living with autism
spectrum disorder.

LISTENING:
The Sensory Project Show podcast: Answers
questions related to all things sensory, occupational
therapy, parenting, self care and more from an
occupational therapist's perspective.
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Ask the Doctor
CDO’s geneticists answer hundreds of questions from members and
website visitors each year. Below is a sampling of a few recent inquiries.
Some details have been changed to preserve privacy.
To learn more about our program, view archived questions and answers
or submit an inquiry, visit chromodisorder.org/ask-the-doctor or email
askthedr@chromosdisorder.org
Q: We were told to expect a degree of "autism," but the written documentation
and research refers to it as "mental retardation" or "intellectual disability." Is
autism a form of intellectual disability? How do these three terms overlap or are
they completely different?
A: Autism and developmental delay (mental retardation) are different conditions. Yes, autism is more common
in children with developmental delay than in children with normal IQ, but there are patients with autism and
normal IQ and there are patients with developmental delay without any autistic traits.
Q: Can early intervention help with intellectual/mental development issues or
are there some hurdles that cannot be avoided?
A: As far as I know, the minimal age for the diagnosis of autism is 18 months (in USA), although some autistic
features may be evident even earlier.
Q: When people say that their child is "five years old but developmentally 9
months old" is that typically normal development until 9 month old and then
skills halt, or is that slow development over the life span to reach the 9-month
skills?
A: The conclusion that a 4 year old is developmentally 10 months old means that he/she reached only skills
which normally are attained by 10 months. In some conditions early development of the child may be normal
but later he/she begins losing skills, but this scenario is very uncommon for persons with chromosomal
disorders.
Q: Do you have information on Xp21.2p11.4 deletion?
Regarding this deletion: CDO has several relatively recent articles about patients with deletions of this area of
the X-chromosome. Each patient mentioned in these articles has deletions of at least one - and usually several
genes - that are also deleted in your child. It is evident that the eye defects are caused by the deletion of the
BCOR gene. Deletions of the TSPAN7 gene may cause developmental delay, but its role in autism is not clear. It
is necessary to mention that girls have 2 X-chromosomes and a deletion of the genes on one copy may be
partially compensated for by the normal second (non-deleted) X-chromosome [boys do not have such an
opportunity because they have only 1 X-chromosome]. As a result the clinical manifestations in girls are
generally milder than those in boys.
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FAMILY STORY

The Tarwaters
To share your family story, email
info@chromodisorder.org

Our son is medically complex. Every year during the flu season, our
family goes into lockdown. We limit our time in public spaces, require
masks for home health providers and stock up on Clorox/Lysol. Even
though we do this every year, COVID has thrown us for a loop. We
have struggled (and continue to struggle) with allowing home health
providers into our home. It is a double-edged sword. We need the help or my son’s health will suffer. Yet,
there is the fear of someone outside our home bringing the virus into us. We implemented some new rules
and one of our home health nurses, who had been with us for 11 years, quit because she didn’t like our
rules. Initially, we struggled to find the PPE necessary to keep my son safe. Covid has been a struggle for
everyone, but having a child with multiple medical needs adds an additional layer of worry. I hope you all
are finding your way in this pandemic.

One (blank) at a Time…. The Paulson Family
These are tough ,mes. Unprecedented ,mes. We have too much
,me, we have not enough ,me. We wish for a diﬀerent ,me, the
,me before. But the ,me is our ,me, and I’ve been thinking of it in
units:
One step at a ,me. When quaran,ne started, Gus (3p26.3-25.3
dele,on) and I would go for a walk every morning. He used to walk
to school, a badge of independence, and that rou,ne had ended.
But now he walks with me, a new rou,ne that we both love.
One brick at a ,me. When quaran,ne started, the kids and I started
building a LEGO tower. One ﬂoor for each day of quaran,ne. We
made it 7 ﬂoors. Did we run out of LEGO? Ha. Never.
One week at a ,me. When quaran,ne wore us down, we brainstormed a list of that one exci,ng
thing to look forward to each week… A movie? Homemade cookies? A package arriving? A
Zoom call with Grandma?
One day at a ,me. When quaran,ne blues get me down, I think of all my son is missing with
friends and school. Then I remember all that I am gaining… ,me with him and my daughter.
Time baking together and playing games. Time reading and working. Time being frustrated (this
is reality aYer all). Time reminding myself how much his teachers do for him each day. Time
missing them. How do we keep going?
One hug at a ,me.
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New Chromosomal Research:
14q12q13.2 microdeletion syndrome: further evidence
of a candidate region for CNS anomalies. Mol Genet
Genomic Med. 2020;00:e1289.

LASTEST RESEARCH
For more information see….

chromodisorder.org

Interstitial deletions of the proximal segment of
chromosome 14q are rare. Usually clinical manifestations
Important new research articles
in the patients with these deletions are considered to be
are selected monthly by Dr. Iosif
caused by the loss of the more proximal FOXG1 gene or
Lurie, MD PhD and summarized
more distal NKX2-1 and PAX9 genes. Deletions involving
for publication on our website.
FOXG1 are associated with poor prognosis, including
severe intellectual disability and malformations of the
corpus callosum (CC). In contrast, deletions involving
NKX2-1 and PAX9 genes as a rule present a milder
phenotype. The data further establishes the role of the SNX6 and BAZ1A genes as potential candidates
responsible for the corpus callosum abnormalities.
Kehrer-Sawatzki et al. Clinical characterization of children and adolescents with NF1 microdeletions.
“Child’s Nervous System 2020, online.
Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is a hereditary syndrome. The main manifestations of this condition
include café-au-lait spots, Lisch nodules and neurofibromas. It occurs in 1 to every 2000-3000 people. In
most patients NF1 is caused by mutations of the NF1 gene, located at 17q11.2. However, 5-11% of
patients have deletions encompassing both the NF1 gene and the DNA surrounding it.
This research finds conclusively, that NF1 microdeletion patients are affected more greatly than patients
with mutations and this demonstrates their need for long-term specialized care.
Mitrakos A. et al. “Coffin-Siris Syndrome 4-Related Spectrum in a Young Woman Caused by
Heterozygous SMARCA4 Deletion Detected by High-Resolution aCGH”. Molec. Syndromology 2020,
v. 11 (3), 141-145.
The main features of Coffin-Siris syndrome (CSS) include intellectual disability (ID), developmental delay,
behavioral abnormalities, hypoplastic or absent fifth fingernails and fifth distal phalanges, and feeding
difficulties.
CSS is an autosomal dominant condition usually caused by mutations in several genes. One of these
genes SMARCA4 is located at the short arm of chromosome 19 – 19p13.2. Mutations of this gene may
increase risk for the small-cell carcinoma of the ovary. Since this tumor is considered to be highly lethal,
pelvic ultrasounds are advised every 6 months. Findings discussed in this new research article suggest that
heterozygous SMARCA4 deletions could be related to a CSS phenotypic spectrum, albeit causing milder
manifestations, not including all of the hallmark features (e.g. fifth finger malformation).
Read more about these and other new research publications by visiting
https://chromodisorder.org/latest-research-articles/
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SUPPORT CDO
DONATE NOW
If you can, please help support CDO during this difficult time.
CDO is a Great Nonprofit

The Americans with
Disabilities Act celebrates 30 years. Read more about what has happened in the
past 30 years to support those with disabilities. See where we are now and what
the future may hold.
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/disability-ADA-30-anniversary.html

AmazonSmile introduced a new mobile app
making it even easier to support CDO.
Step 1: Join AmazonSmile using your web
browser and select your charity
Step 2: Download the AmazonSmile app from
the app store or Google Play (Android)
Step 3: Open the app and turn on AmazonSmile. And that's it! 0.5% of all eligible purchases will
be donated to CDO! Visit smile.amazon.com/ch/52-1774908 to sign up.
Coming Soon: In our Fall 2020 issue, we’ll include an excerpt from the new book:
Raising a Rare Girl by Heather Lanier. It’s a memoir about raising a child with a rare syndrome,
Wolf Hirschhorn Syndrome and defying the tyranny of normal, and embracing parenthood as a
spiritual practice that breaks us open in the best of ways.
CDO Needs your help! Rate us on GreatNonProfits.org to raise
awareness of the work we do. It only takes a few minutes and means
so much to our efforts.
Thank you!

CHROMOSOME DISORDER OUTREACH
P.O. Box 724
Boca Raton, FL 33429-0724
Family Helpline
(561) 395-4252
info@chromodisorder.org
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